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Abstract— High-resolution frontal radar images of humans can
be generated in free space conditions with a Doppler radar
with a large radar aperture. Compressed sensing based two
dimensional beamforming enables imaging of humans with sub-
Nyquist number of elements in the radar aperture. In this work,
we apply this imaging technique to humans in through-wall
scenarios in indoor environments. Walls are complex propagation
environments that introduce refraction, attenuation, ringing and
multipath to the radar signal. In this work, we quantitatively
analyze the impact of inhomogeneous walls on the direction-
of-arrival estimation with array processing. Next, we examine
the impact of wall clutter on compressed sensing based radar
imaging. The radar data scattered by humans moving behind
walls is simulated by hybridizing wall propagation models,
derived through computational electromagnetic techniques, and
electromagnetic primitive based models of moving humans.

Index Terms— micro-Doppler, radar imaging, compressed
sensing, FDTD

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, radars have emerged as a promising

technology for detecting the presence of humans behind walls

since radar signals below X band frequencies can penetrate

most building materials [1]–[8]. However, unlike camera

images that convey a lot of information regarding human

activities, radar signatures of humans are non-intuitive and

difficult to interpret by untrained operators. Most through-

wall radars generate top-view (range and cross-range) im-

ages of humans using wideband waveforms and large radar

apertures [9]. However, a top-view image conveys limited

information regarding human activity. A human is usually

narrow along the down-range dimension and larger along

the cross range dimensions. Therefore, the more natural and

informative viewing perspective of a human is the frontal

view (which closely imitates our human perception of other

humans). Very large planar apertures operating at high carrier

frequencies are required in order to generate frontal images

of sufficiently high resolution [10]. However, high carrier

frequencies are heavily attenuated by building materials. Also,

large apertures with lots of array elements are complex and

costly to build. Alternately, large apertures can be realized

through synthetic aperture (SAR) techniques. But humans

are rarely still. Therefore, sophisticated motion compensation

techniques have to be implemented to remove the distortions

introduced by human motions on SAR images [8].

In [11], we proposed a technique to generate high resolution

Doppler-enhanced frontal images of humans with a Doppler

radar of moderate complexity. It is well known that the

scattered returns from moving humans yield micro-Dopplers

that arise from the dynamic movements of different body parts.

Our technique is based on resolving multiple point scatterers

on the human along three dimensions - Doppler, azimuth

and elevation. The additional Doppler dimension enables us

to reduce the carrier frequency and aperture size required to

resolve the different scatterers along the azimuth and elevation

dimensions. Array processing along the cross-range dimen-

sions is carried out by incorporating compressed sensing (CS)

principles into two-dimensional beamforming. CS enables us

to reduce the number of antenna elements below the Nyquist

limits without altering the aperture size. CS has recently been

widely adopted by the radar community for wideband SAR

[12]–[22], through-wall and other remote sensing radars [23],

[24], and MIMO radars [25], [26]. CS was particularly suited

to our problem for two reasons: One, there is significant

sparsity inherent in the radar image of a human when the

radar aperture is large; second, two-dimensional beamforming

via Fourier processing is a linear imaging process that lends

itself to a variety of CS based algorithms.

The previous work was restricted to imaging humans in

free space conditions. However, walls are complex propagation

mediums that introduce refraction, attenuation, ringing and

multipath to radar signals. There are two objectives of this

paper - First, to measure the error introduced by complex

walls on angle-of-arrival estimation through array processing;

Second, to measure the robustness of the compressed sens-

ing based radar imaging methodology, presented in [11], to

through-wall propagation effects. We focus on two types of

walls - a multilayer brick wall and an inhomogeneous concrete

wall with metal reinforcements. The radar data of humans

moving behind walls are simulated through electromagnetic

primitive based models of humans combined with through-

wall propagation models generated through finite difference

time domain techniques. Then, the radar images of humans

are generated through Doppler processing and CS based array

processing.

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we briefly

describe the methodology for simulating wall propagation

effects. In section III, we analyze the impact of multipath

introduced by walls on direction-of-arrival estimation by one-

dimensional array processing. Finally, in section IV, we

present Doppler-enhanced frontal radar images of humans

moving behind walls using CS based radar imaging. We,
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Fig. 1. FDTD simulations of (a) multilayered brick wall and (b) concrete
with periodic metal (steel) reinforcements.

TABLE I

WALL PARAMETERS

Material Thickness Conductivity Dielectric Constant

(cm) (Sm−1)

Plaster 1.25 0.02 6

Brick 19 0.0349 4

Concrete 21.5 0.0245 7

Steel 1 7× 10
6

qualitatively and quantitatively, analyze the error introduced

by through-wall phenomenology on the radar images.

II. SIMULATION OF THROUGH-WALL PROPAGATION

We proposed a method to simulate complex through-wall

propagation, in [27], using finite difference time domain

(FDTD) simulations for a radar with a single transceiver

element. In this work, we extend the method to simulate nar-

rowband scattered returns on a radar with a single transmitter

and a multiple element planar receiver array. We consider a

2m × 4m two-dimensional space in the X − Z Cartesian

space as shown in Fig.1. A sinusoidal source of 7.5GHz

is placed at position [0, 0.5]m. Berenger’s perfectly matched

layer (PML) of 12.5cm thickness is used for boundary condi-

tions [28]. Two through-wall propagation cases are considered

- First, we consider a multilayered wall, of 21.5cm thickness,

consisting of a brick layer between two layers of plaster as

shown in Fig.1(a); Second, we consider an inhomogeneous

concrete wall of 21.5cm thickness with periodic square metal

reinforcements, 16cm apart, along the X axis as shown in

Fig.1(b). The thickness (along the Z dimension), dielectric

constant and conductivity of the different wall materials are

presented in Table.I. We assume that the simulation space is

uniform along the Y axis in both the cases. The time domain

simulations are carried out long enough (66ns) to reach steady

state conditions. The FDTD grid size is 0.2cm and the time

step is 3.25ps. The time-domain results for every point in space

are Fourier transformed to obtain the propagation at 7.5GHz.

For comparison purposes, we also simulate propagation in free

space conditions using ray theory.

Fig.2 show the magnitude and phase response for the two

cases for a region within the simulation space [X : −0.6
to +0.6m,Z : 2.5m to 4m]. We are restricting the study

to this region since the human motions, considered in later

sections, are assumed to be confined within this region. In

free space (figure is not shown), the signal strength de-

creases as the distance from the source increases and the

phase response shows circular wave propagation. The brick

wall, in Fig.2(a), introduces a one-way propagation loss of

approximately 10dB. We also observe some artifacts due to

limitations of the performance of the PML. However, this

wall does not significantly distort the circular phase front

of the propagating wave (Fig.2(c)). The concrete wall, with

metal reinforcements, attenuates the propagation signal and

also introduces significant multipath components that distort

the magnitude and phase response as observed in Figs.2(b)

and 2(d). There is considerable constructive and destructive

interference between the multipath components at specific

regions of the simulation space.

III. WALL EFFECTS ON DOA ESTIMATION USING ARRAY

PROCESSING

We use the FDTD results to gauge the accuracy of direction-

of-arrival (DOA) estimation with linear array processing in

through-wall scenarios. The DOA of a rigid target, in the far-

field with respect to a linear antenna array of a radar, can be

estimated through one dimensional Fourier processing of the

radar returns. Consider a transmitter at [x = 0, z = 0.5m] and

a uniform linear receiver array, centered at [x = 0, z = 0.5m],
that consists of 20 transceiver elements along the X axis. The

returns at each element of the array, from a single point target

at [x, z] in free space, are given by, a(n) = e
−j2πfcrn

c , where

fc is the propagation frequency, c is the speed of light and rn is

the radial distance of a target from the nth antenna element.

The DOA information of the target is obtained by Fourier

processing of the radar data, with respect to the angle of arrival

as shown in (1).

A(θ) =
1

20

20∑

n=1

a(n)e
+j2πfcd(n−1)sinθ

c (1)

Here, d, is half the wavelength corresponding to the prop-

agation frequency. A(θ) will peak at 1 at θ = DOA of

the target. This is violated under two conditions: One, the

target is in the near field of the antenna array; Two, there

are multipath components between the target and the antenna

array. Therefore, the deviation of max|A(θ)| from 1 is a useful

indicator for the accuracy of DOA estimation using linear array

processing.

Fig.4(a) shows max|A(θ)| for every possible position of a

point target in the Cartesian space: [X : −0.6m to +0.6m,

Z : 2.5m to 4m] for free space conditions. The figure shows

that A(θ) peaks closer to 1 farther away from the antenna

array. Nearer the antenna array, the phase information from

the target is distorted due to near field effects which results

in errors in array processing. We repeat the study on FDTD

data at 7.5GHz. First, we consider the multilayered brick wall

case. The problem space is homogeneous along the X axis.

Consider a point target, tgt, at a position [x, z] and a receiver

element of the linear array at position [0 ± (n − 1)d, 0.5]m
as shown in Fig.3. The propagation path between tgt and
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Fig. 2. Magnitude response at 7.5GHz derived from FDTD simulations for (a) multilayered brick wall and (b) reinforced concrete. Phase response at 7.5GHz
for (c) multilayered brick wall and (d) reinforced concrete wall.

the nth antenna element is equivalent to the propagation

path between a point scatterer at tgt′ at [x ∓ (n − 1)d, z]
and the antenna element at [0, 0.5]m. Therefore, the radar

Fig. 3. Two-way propagation path between tgt and nth antenna element
is equivalent to square of frequency response of FDTD results at tgt′ with
respect to source

data at the nth antenna element, a(n), is equivalent to the

frequency domain response of the FDTD data at tgt′ since

the source of the FDTD simulation is located at [0, 0.5]m. In

order to remove the impact of the amplitude variation across

the antenna elements, the radar returns at each element are

scaled so as to have unity magnitude. max|A(θ)| is computed

for every point in the Cartesian space, specified earlier, using

(1) and shown in Fig.4(b). This wall introduces attenuation

and ringing of the propagating wave. However, the DOA

estimation is only slightly distorted when compared to the free

space case. Finally, we consider the inhomogeneous concrete

wall with the metal reinforcements. Due to the inhomogeneity

in the problem space, FDTD simulations are carried out to

determine a(n) at every antenna element for all possible point

target positions. The array processing results are presented

in Fig.4(c). Due to the complex propagation channel, the

array processing results are significantly distorted. Interference

between the multipath components have significantly impacted

the phase data and hence A(θ) has multiple peaks. Therefore,

max|A(θ)| deviates further away from unity. This indicates

that it may become challenging to correctly estimate the DOA

under these circumstances.

IV. DOPPLER-ENHANCED FRONTAL RADAR IMAGING

USING COMPRESSED SENSING

In this section, we examine the effects of through-wall

propagation on frontal radar imaging of humans. Consider

a human moving behind a wall before a Doppler radar,

operating at 7.5GHz, with single transmitter and a uniform

planar antenna array as shown in Fig.5. The planar array

consists of [N × N ] elements and lies in the z = 0.5m
plane centered at [0, 1, 0.5]m which is also the position of

the transmitter. The spacing between consecutive elements of

the array is half-wavelength along both the X and Y axes. The

wall is assumed to be uniform along the Y axis and 21.5cm

thick along the Z axis. We consider two types of walls - the

multilayered brick wall and the concrete wall with periodic

metal reinforcements, that were described in the previous

section. We simulate the radar returns scattered by a human

behind the wall by combining electromagnetic primitive based

modeling of the human with the FDTD simulations of through-

wall propagation. We consider a human walking motion which

is confined within the FDTD simulation space [X : −0.6m
to +0.6m, Z : 2.5m to 4m]. The electromagnetic model of

the human consists of multiple point scatterers on primitives

corresponding to different body parts. The radar returns consist

of two-way propagation from the transmitter to the point

scatterer at [x, y, z] and the scattered returns back the receiver

antenna element at [0±(n−1)d, 1±(n−1)d, 0.5]m. In the case

of the brick wall, this propagation is modeled by the product of

the FDTD frequency domain responses at [x, z] and [x∓ (n−
d), z] for 7.5GHz. In the case of the concrete wall, individual

FDTD simulations are carried out for each position of the

antenna elements of the planar array along the X axis. The

magnitude and phase of the two-dimensional FDTD data are

appropriately calibrated to account for the three-dimensional

positions of the point scatterers and the antenna elements. The

propagation data for each point scatterer is combined with

the radar cross-section of the corresponding primitive. The

radar returns of the human are generated from the complex

sum of the returns from all the primitives. This procedure

is described in fuller detail in [27]. In order to qualitatively

study the through-wall propagation effects, we also consider

the human moving in free space. We generate ground truth data

by modeling the propagation between a point scatterer and an

antenna element of the planar array as 1
r1r2

e−jk(r1+r2) where
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Fig. 4. Magnitude of the peak of array processing results using (a) ground truth data and FDTD simulation data for (b) multilayered brick wall and (c)
reinforced concrete wall.

Fig. 5. Frontal imaging of a human through a wall with Doppler processing
and compressed sensing based beamforming

r1 and r2 are the distances between the point scatterer and the

transmitting and receiving antenna elements respectively and

k is the propagation constant corresponding to 7.5GHz.

A. Radar Imaging Using Array Processing with 400 Antenna

Elements

When the human is moving, the torso and limbs move at

different radial velocities with respect to the radar. Therefore,

we resolve the body parts on the basis of their micro-

Dopplers through Fourier processing along the time domain.

Subsequently, the azimuth and elevation of each point scatterer

of the human body are estimated through two-dimensional

beamforming. Therefore, the multiple point scatterers are now

resolved in three dimensions - Doppler, azimuth and elevation.

The incorporation of the additional Doppler dimension enables

us to relax the resolution requirements along the azimuth and

elevation dimensions. The peak scatterers for each Doppler

are convolved with point spread response functions along

the azimuth-elevation dimensions and summed to obtain the

Doppler-enhanced frontal radar images of the humans. This

algorithm is presented in greater detail in [11]. Detailed studies

in [11] established that we are able to generate high resolution

images of humans, in free space, with a continuous wave

Doppler radar operating at 7.5 GHz with a uniform planar

aperture with [20× 20] elements.

Fig.6(a) shows the frontal radar image of a human at a

distance of 3m from the radar aperture in free space conditions.

This image is generated from the ground truth free space radar

data. The sampling frequency of the data is 500Hz. Doppler

processing is carried out over a 0.5s time interval. In this

image, we can identify both arms and legs of the human.

We compare this image with Fig.6(b), the radar image of

the human behind the multilayered brick wall. This differs

from the previous result in the following ways - First, the

strength of the radar signals have been attenuated by two-way

propagation through the wall; Second, the positions of some

of the point scatterers have been shifted in the azimuth axis

due to refraction of signal through the wall. There is no similar

shift in the position along the elevation since the wall has been

assumed to be uniform along the Y axis. The normalized root

mean square (RMS) error between the two images is close to

10%. Finally, we consider the radar image of the human behind

the reinforced concrete wall as shown in Fig.6(c). Though the

image is distorted, we can still discern the contours of the

human. The right arm and leg are clear in the image while the

left arm and leg are not. This is because the point scatterers

corresponding to the left arm and leg lie in those regions where

the radar signal is weak due to destructive interference between

the multipath components. The normalized RMS error between

this image and the ground truth image is close to 12%

B. Radar Imaging Using Compressed Sensing with 100 An-

tenna Elements

The results presented in Fig.6 were generated with a planar

array with 400 elements. In [11], we demonstrated that it is

possible to generate high resolution radar images with sub-

Nyquist number of antenna elements by incorporating com-

pressed sensing (CS) principles into two-dimensional beam-

forming. In free space conditions, CS enabled us to image

humans with just 100 antenna elements without significant

deterioration in the radar image quality. The technique was

robust up to a signal to noise ratio of 10dB. Now, we test the

robustness of the technique to wall propagation effects. Fig.7

shows the radar images of humans generated with only 25%

of the total number of elements of the [20× 20] planar array.

First, we consider the radar image of the ground truth free

space data in Fig.7(a). When compared to Fig.6(a), the image

quality has not significantly deteriorated. The normalized RMS

error between the two images is below 2.5% despite 75%
reduction in the number of antenna elements. Next, we con-
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Fig. 6. Doppler-enhanced frontal image of human using array processing with 400 antenna elements for (a) ground truth data and FDTD simulation data
for (b) multilayered brick wall and (c) reinforced concrete wall.

sider the radar images generated from through-wall scenarios.

For the multilayered brick wall case, the image quality has

not significantly deteriorated and the RMS error introduced

by compressed sensing is less than 12.5%. We can identify

both arms and legs as well as the torso of the human. In the

inhomogeneous wall case, the error is higher and it is difficult

to discern the left arm and leg.

In order to quantify the error introduced by radar imag-

ing with sub-Nyquist sampling, we calculate the RMS error

between the CS based image and the ground truth image

generated from array processing of data from 400 elements.

CS(%) indicates the degree of compression or the percentage

of the number of antenna elements of the [20× 20] array that

were used for imaging. In order to remove the impact of the

attenuation introduced by the walls on the radar signals, all

the images are normalized to a peak strength of 0dBm before

the error is computed. The results are presented in Fig.8. The

results show that as the degree of compression increases i.e. as

the number of antenna elements are reduced, the RMS error

increases only marginally. Therefore, CS offers real benefit in

terms of reduced complexity without introducing significant

error. The results also show that the error is highest for the re-

inforced concrete wall case followed by the multilayered brick

wall case followed by the free space case. This is consistent

with the results presented earlier in Section III. Therefore, the

main component of error arises from the multipath introduced

by inhomogeneous walls rather than sub-Nyquist sampling

while radar imaging.

V. CONCLUSION

This work examines the effects of wall propagation phe-

nomena on Doppler-enhanced frontal radar imaging of hu-

mans. Frontal imaging is realized by combining micro-Doppler

processing with compressed sensing based two-dimensional

beamforming in the cross-range dimensions. Homogeneous

walls introduce refraction and attenuation of the radar signal

but do not significantly distort the radar images of humans.

Inhomogeneous walls, on the other hand, introduce spurious

artifacts in the radar image as well as error in the direction-

of-arrival estimation. In both cases, compressed sensing based

radar imaging enable us to use radars of reduced cost and

complexity to generate high resolution images.
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Fig. 7. Doppler-enhanced frontal image of human using compressed sensing with 100 antenna elements for (a) ground truth data and FDTD simulation data
for (b) multilayered brick wall and (c) reinforced concrete wall.
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